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YOUR RIDE 

A slight fall caused this rider 
to become a human skewer 
in a frightening situation 
that was brought under 
control thanks to a SPOT 
Connect tracker 
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY ZANE 

I 
was riding in Sawyers Valley, just out of 

Mundaring, Western Australia. My dad 

and I had camped the previous night with 

a few friends then went for a ride on Sunday. 

We were on our way back from a good ride 

that ranged from powerline tracks to muddy 

creek beds to horrible whooped-out sections. 

We were on the home stretch, about 300 

metres from camp. Dad was ahead of me, 

as you would expect on a 501 Berg. He was 

giving it the berries until there was a three

foot-high tree across the track. The tree 

wasn't the problem as there was a well

cut-in side trail around it, but this posed 

the problem. 

There was a nice, flowing berm around the 

tree and as my Dad went through the berm 

the brand new back tyre of the Berg rolled 

up onto a 15cm rock. As he hit the throttle 

the power of the 501 pulled the rock out of 

the ground and pulled the bike off line. 

In any normal case this would not be 

so much of a problem, but as he was a bit 

further in on the corner he picked up a 

souvenir, a two-foot long branch of wattle 

through the hip. When I say this I don't mean 

it went through a few centimetres of skin, 
I mean in the front out the back. 

As a 13-year-old kid you could imagine my 

reaction coming around the corner to see 

your Dad skewered, impaled or speared. Say 

it however you want, it still sounds pretty 

damn gruesome. 

GRUESOME SITUATION 
I stopped and turned my bike off in disbelief, 

thinking it all was some kind of cruel joke, 

but it wasn't. Very faintly I heard the words, 

''I'm ok, go get Tommy" [our other mate that 

camped with us that night]. 

Tommy had just been for a ride with his 

two young boys and was lucky to be there 

and not on his way home, I rode up to him at 

conservative speed and told him how it was. 

Without hesitation, being a good mate he 

jumped straight onto his big Suzuki 700 quad 

and rode straight over. After we checked the 

extent of the damage it was realised that 

RIDES 

if nothing serious had happened within the 

10 minutes it had been since the mishap 

and there was minimal blood and he was 

apparently not in much pain, we figured that 

it had missed any major internal organs. 

SPOT TO THE RESCUE 
We tossed around with the idea of putting him 

in the tray of the ute for a while but figured it 

would be too hard. At this point we decided 

we needed help. Tommy pulled out his phone 

but it was flat. Dad pulled his phone out with 

only three per cent battery left. Fortunately 

we were able to call FESA [Department of Fire 

and Emergency) but we were unable to give 

them our latitude and longitude. 
We arranged to meet the ambulance about 

five kilometres from the site to lead them in. 

Dad pulled out his SPOT Connect and pushed 

the red button and the red light labelled SOS 

started flashing. It was like jumping from a 

plane and pulling the rip cord and the chute 

opening faultlessly. 

T.en minutes later a call came in from an office 

in Canberra letting us know they had got the SOS 

signal and needed to know what happened. They 

were able to relay the latitude and longitude 

location to the helicopter and ambos. 

STITCHES AND STAPLES 
My old man got a helicopter ride and had 150 

internal stitches and 70 staples in his hip. He 

spent five days in hospital. From the time he 

came off to the time he was in hospital was 

around 70 minutes, thanks to the star of the 

day, the SPOT Connect. 

Anyone who rides on the trails without a 

SPOT Connect is an idiot because a SPOT 

knows exactly where you are in the bush. Try 

explaining that to a stressed-out ambulance 

paramedic, if you are lucky to be in mobile 

range or worse yet, have to leave your 

critically wounded mate to get help. 

A SPOT works anywhere in the world 

providing you have a clear view of the sky and 

emergency services will respond immediately, 

Chances are it will be the best 200 dollars you 

ever spend. 

Dad with his Spot Connect that enabled emergency 
services to reach him quickly 

TELL US ABOUT 
YOUR REAL RIDES 
Been on a great ride? We want to hear 

about It. Tell us in 600 words about your 

Real Ride and send us two photographs 

and we'll print it. Photos need to be 

a minimum of 1 MB. Emall your Real 

Ride story and photos to trailrlderra 

un ive rsalma gazl nes. com.a u 
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